Holiday Gifts from the O’Keeffe Museum Store:
Let’s Get Happy!

The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum Store helps you share good feelings this holiday season.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE—October 23, 2018 (Santa Fe, NM) — Defy the doom and gloom of a stressful year with truly happy holidays from the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum Store. A distinct destination for curated and exclusive pieces, the Museum Store has an item for everyone on your present list. This season’s retail offerings spotlight gifts with peppy pops of color, clever ways to say something nice, and unique objects that bring beauty to the everyday. Perfect for giving or keeping, these featured pieces are available in-store and online.

Celebrate the vibrancy of color with a palette of assorted books. From Secret Lives of Color ($20) to Colorama ($24.95), each gorgeous page will delight the mind and the eye. Warm and fuzzy feelings abound in Artists and Their Pets. A delightful guide that includes Picasso’s goat, Warhol’s dachshunds, and O’Keeffe’s chow chows, the book will delight both art buffs and animal lovers ($14.95).

Create a happy home with timeless entertainment that doubles as customizable art. Artful Pick-Up Sticks combine a classic game and a unique accent piece in one whimsical package ($40). Find a sweet spot for ceramic dishes by Birds at Noon, made exclusively for the O’Keeffe Museum ($44). These functional works of art feature hand-drawn decals and thoughtful quotes, glazed to add a pretty sheen to a simple aesthetic.

Spike the workday with fun with playful office accessories like vibrant page flags by Girl of All Work ($4.95 and up). Imprinted with messages like, “The days one works are the best days,” and “I haven’t the nerve to quit,” the Georgia O’Keeffe quote pencils are perfect for anyone who needs a little inspiration for their tasks ($6, set of six).

Experience the bounty of the seasons with Snapshots from O’Keeffe’s Garden, prints by Santa Fe photographer Ja Soon Kim ($12). Kim’s images also merge with textiles by Samudra to create bags with a relaxed beauty to carry your essentials ($30-$48).

The Museum Store carries many more options for holiday gifts. To arrange a visit and take a closer look at suggested available items for your holiday gift guide, please contact Public Relations Program Manager Micaela Hester.
###

**For media inquiries, please contact:**
Micaela Hester  
Public Relations Program Manager  
505.946.1063  
mhester@okeeffemuseum.org

**Images:** *Artists and Their Pets: True Stories of Famous Artists and Their Animal Friends*, by Susie Hodge and Violet Lemay, $14.95  
Flowers Quote Dish by Birds at Noon, $44  
Georgia O’Keeffe Quote Pencils, Set of Six, $6

All available at the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum Store:  
[https://www.okeeffemuseum.org/store/](https://www.okeeffemuseum.org/store/)

**Supplemental materials:** Image brief, includes all referenced items

**ABOUT THE GEORGIA O’KEEFFE MUSEUM:**
To inspire all current and future generations, the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum preserves, presents and advances the artistic legacy of Georgia O’Keeffe and modernism through innovative public engagement, education, and research. Opened in Santa Fe, New Mexico in 1997, the Museum counts O’Keeffe’s two New Mexico homes as part of its extended collection. The Museum’s collections, exhibitions, research center, publications and educational programs contribute to scholarly discourse and serve a diverse audience. The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum presents an ongoing series of thematic galleries exploring the career of the artist through her artwork, art materials, archives, and the landscapes and experiences that defined her life, on view throughout 2017. For more information, please visit [okeeffemuseum.org](http://okeeffemuseum.org).